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Abst rac t - -For  a polynomial p(x) of a degree n, we study its interpolation and evaluation on a 
set of Chebyshev nodes, x k = cos((2k + 1)~r/(2n + 2)), k = 0,1,... ,n. This is easily reduced to 
applying discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) to the auxiliary polynomial q(w) = w'~p(x), where 2x = 
~w + (aw) -1, a ---- exp(~rv/'L-i/(2n)). We show the back and forth transition between p(x) and q(w) 
based on the respective back and forth transformations of the variable: aw = (1 - z)/(1 + z), y -- 
(x - 1)/(x + 1), y = z 2. All these transformations (like the DFTs) are performed by using O(nlogn) 
arithmetic operations, which thus suffice in order to support both interpolation a d evaluation ofp(~) 
on the Chebychev set, as well as on some related sets of nodes. This improves, by factor logn, 
the known arithmetic time bound for Chebyshev interpolation and gives an alternative supporting 
algorithm for the record estimate of O(nlogn) for Chebyshev evaluation, obtained by Gerasoulis 
in 1987 and based on a distinct algorithm. 
Keywords---Chebyshev nodes, Polynomial interpolation, Polynomial evaluation, Algorithms, 
Computational complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Interpolat ion to a polynomial p(x) of a degree at most n on the set of Chebyshev nodes, 
f2a+l xk=-cos~-~--~-'~r), k=0,1  .... ,n, (1.1) 
plays a major  role in the study of the approximation of real functions (cf., e.g., [1, pp. 242-244; 
2, pp. 107-108]). In this paper, we propose an algorithm that  supports the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Interpolation to a polynomial of a degree at most n on the Chebyshev node 
set (1.1) can be performed by using O(n logn) arithmetic operations. 
Theorem 1.1 improves, by factor log n, the previous record complexity est imate for this classical 
problem (ef. [3]). Our method is immediately extended to yield an algorithm that  supports the 
following result. 
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THEOREM 1.2. A po lynomia l  o f  a degree at most  n can be evaluated on the Chebyshev  set o f  
nodes (1.1) at  the cost o f  O(n  log n) ar i thmet ic  operations. 
Theorem 1.2 has been proved in [4], based on a distinct algorithm. Furthermore, Theorems 1.1 
and 1.2 can be supported by the algorithms of [3], which rely on the following equations (and 
their recursive xtension): 
p(x) = vl(y) + xp2(y), 
where (2k÷1 
x = xk, y = yk = l -- 2x~ = cOS \ n + l lr l , k = O, 1, . . . , n, 
2 degpi(y) _< degp(x) ,  i = 1,2. 
It remains to observe that Xk = - -Xn-k  for all k and then to repeat literally the derivation of the 
forward and inverse FFTs as presented in [5, pp. 9-12] but with xk playing the role of the roots 
of 1. Our present derivation of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will reveal their correlation to FFTs more 
directly, based on back and forth transformations between a fixed circle C on the complex plane 
and the real coordinate line R. Such transformations can be also applied to the extension of an 
effective algorithm for the evaluation or approximation of polynomials and rational functions on 
the circle C to one for R and vice versa. 
Both of our theorems are immediately extended to the evaluation and interpolation on the 
expanded Chebyshev set, 
Yk = axk ÷ b, k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, (1.2) 
for any pair of real (or even complex) a ~ 0 and b (cf. [1, p. 244]), as well as on the Chebyshev-l ike 
set, 
rk  
* (1.3)  x k = cos - -  k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n ,  
n+l '  
and on the expanded Chebyshev-like set, 
y~ = az~ +b,  k = O, 1 , . . . ,n .  (1.4) 
Hereafter, "ops" stands for "arithmetic operations". We organize our paper as follows. In the 
next section, we recall the known correlations between the Chebyshev set and the roots of 1. In 
Section 3, we reduce the evaluation and interpolation problems on the Chebyshev set for a given 
polynomial p(x)  to discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) applied to an auxiliary polynomial q(w).  
In Section 5, we show transformations ofp(x) into q(w) and vice versa, based on some elementary 
transformations of the variable, for which, in Section 4, we give algorithms using O(n  log n)ops. 
Since the same asymptotic ost bound is known for DFT, we arrive at Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
2. CORRELAT IONS BETWEEN THE 
CHEBYSHEV NODES AND THE ROOTS OF  1 
Recall Euler's formula: 
2 cos¢ = exp (¢v~ + exp (-¢v/-~-'). 
Substitute 
(2.5) ¢ = 2n ÷-------2' Wk = .yk, 7 = exp \ 2n + 2 ] 
7 ---- "Y2n+2 being a primitive (2n + 2) nd root of 1, and arrive at the following expressions for the 
Chebyshev-like node set of (1.3): 
2~rk 7k .. (2.6) 2x~ = 2cOS2n+----- ~ .~Wk÷W_ k --~ ÷.y -k ,  k=0,1 , .  ,n. 
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Similarly, substitute ¢ = ((2k + 1)~r)/(2n + 2) and arrive at the following expressions for the 
Chebyshev node set of (1.1): 
2xk = 2 cos (2k + 1)lr w-k 1 2n+2 =ctwk+~ =a"/~n+2+-----X-~, k=0,1 , . . . ,n ,  (2.7) 
where 
a = exp \2n  + 2]  = v~.  (2.8) 
3. REDUCTION OF THE POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION 
AND INTERPOLATION ON CHEBYSHEV NODE 
SET TO DISCRETE FOURRIER TRANSFORMS 
We write 
n 
v(~) = ~v,x ' ,  (3.9) 
i=0 
v(x) = P 2 ' 
q(~) = ~"p(~)= ~"v (~ + (~) -~) ,  (3.10) 
Crt/) "b (a't/)) -1  
= (3.11) 
2 
for ~ of (2.8), ~ = V~" Note that q(w) is a polynomial in w of a degree at most 2n and that 
~/(2k+D'~q(w-k-1) = q(wk) = w~p(zk) = 7k'tp(xk), k = O, 1,. . . ,  n. 
Therefore, the values of p(x) on the Chebyshev node set of (1.1), (2.7) immediately define the 
values of q(w) on the set of all the (2n + 2) nd roots of 1 and v/ce versa. The transition from the 
values of q(w) on the latter set to the coefficients of q(w) or vice versa amounts to forward or 
inverse discrete Fourier transforms, respectively, and can be performed by using O(nlog n)ops 
(cf., e.g., [5, pp. 9-15]). We arrive at the next results. 
FACT 3.1. 
(a) Given the values p(xk) of the polynomial p(x) of equation (3.9) on the Chebyshev set 
{xk+l, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n) of (1.1) and (2.7), the coefficients of the polynomial q(w) of (3.10) 
can be computed in O(n log n)ops; 
(b) vice versa, given the coefficients of q(w), the values p(xk), k = 0, 1 . . . .  , n, can be computed 
in O(n log n) ops. 
Due to Fact 3.1, we will arrive at Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as soon as we show how to make 
transition from the coefficients of p(x) to ones of q(w) and vice versa, by using O(nlogn)ops. 
We will show this in Section 5, based on the auxiliary transformations to be studied in the next 
section. 
4. TRANSFORMATIONS OF VARIABLES AND POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we will show that O(n log n)ops suffice in order to compute the transformation 
of a polynomial implied by a linear rational transformation f its variable. Clearly, the scaling of 
the variable, that is, the transition from the coefficients of the polynomial 
t(x) = ~t~'  (4.12) 
i=0 
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to ones of t(ax) ---- ~=o( t ia i )x  i, a ~ O, only requires 2n multiplications. The following extension 
(including the shift of the variable) is well known (cf., e.g., [5, pp. 15--16]). 
FACT 4.1. Given the coefficients o, t l , . . . ,  tn of the polynomial t(x) of (4.12) and complex a ~ 0 
and b, the coefficients uo,u l , . . .  ,Un of the polynomial t(ax + b) = u(x) = ~'~=o UiX i can be 
computed by using O(n log n) ops. 
Let us extend this result to a linear rational transformation f x. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Given the coe~cients to, t l ,  . . . , tn, a, b, c, do fa  polynomial t(x) of (4.12) and 
of a linear fraction (ax + b)/(cx + d), where ad ~ bc, the coel~cients Vo, Vb . . . , Vn; v~, v~ , . . . .  v n 
of the rational function t( (az + b)/(cx + d)) = v(x) /v*(x) ,  where v(x) = ~i=0n vix v* (x) = 
( cx + d) n = )-'~n=0 V~ X i, can be computed by using O ( n log n ) ops. 
PROOF. Let c ~ 0 (otherwise, d ~ O, v(x) = a~t( (a /d )x+b/d) ,  and it suffices to apply Fact 4.1). 
Then (ax + b)/(cx + d) = e/(cx + d) + f ,  where f = a/c, e = b - ad/c ~ O. Let y = 1/(cx + d). 
Due to Fact 4.1, O(n logn)ops  suffice in order to compute the coefficients of the polynomial 
t ( f  + ey) = u(y) = )-~=0 uiY i" Substitute y* = cx + d into the reverse polynomial ur(y*) = 
~-]~=0 un- iY  *i = y*nu(1/Y *) and compute the coefficients vo, v l , . . . ,  vn of the polynomial v(x) = 
ur(cx + d) = ~-~in=0 vix i. Observe that 
( 1 ) ( e ) (ax+b~ 
v(x) = ur(cx + d) = (cx + d)nu ~ = (cx + d)nt f + ~ = (cx + d)nt \ cx + d ] . 
Therefore, t((ax + b)/(cx + d)) = v(x) / (cx  + d) n. We already have the coefficients of v(x),  and 
it remains to compute the coefficients of (cx + d) n n n = c ~'~,=o (?)(d/c) n - lx i ,  which takes O(n) 
ops. II 
5. BACK AND FORTH TRANSFORMATIONS 
BETWEEN q(w) AND p(x) 
Let us show the desired transformations of the polynomials q(w) and p(x) into each other 
performed by means of linear rational transformations and squaring the variable. We write 
y = z 2, slightly abusing the notation, 
1 -z  x -1  
aw = l+z '  Y= x + l ' (5.13) 
and obtain that 
1 (1 -z  l+z~ = l+z  2 l+y  
OlW -~ (O~W) -1  = ~ : + 1 - z /  :--_---~ = "~--y = x. (5.14) 
Now, we recall from (3.10) that w-nq(w)  = p(x) and write 
Then (3.10) implies that 
x -1  
p(x) = s (~- -~) .  (5.16) 
The successive transformations from the coefficients ofrational functions q(w) /w n and s(y) to the 
coefficients ofr(z) and p(x), respectively, can be performed in O(n log n) ops, due to Corollary 4.1. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to show that r(z) is actually a rational function 
in z 2. This, however, immediately follows from (5.14) and from the equation p(x) = r(z), implied 
by (3.10) and (5.15). | 
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To prove Theorem 1.2, we reverse the transformations of (5.15) and (5.16), from q(w)/w n 
to p(x), so as to proceed from p(x) to q(w)/w '~. Theorem 1.2 follows, by the same argument, since 
the reverse of a linear rational transformation (ax + b)/(cx + d) is again linear rational, provided 
that  ad ~ cd; in part icular ,  the transformat ions z = (1 - c~w)/(1 + c~w) and x = (1 + y) / (1  - y) 
reverse ones of (5.13). | 
The extension to the case of using Chebyshev-l ike set (1.3), (2.26) is immediate if we replace 
by 1 in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Further  extensions to the expanded Chebyshev and 
Chebyshev- l ike sets of (1.2),(1.4) immediate ly  follow from Fact 4.1. 
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